GOVERNMENT OF PUERTO RICO
PUBLIC SERVICE REGULATORY BOARD
PUERTO RICO ENERGY BUREAU
CASE NO.: NEPR-AI-2019-0001
SUBJECT: Notice of Non-Compliance

SUPPLEMENTARY STATEMENT TO THE RESPONSE FROM SUNNOVA
ENERGY CORPORATION TO THE NOTICE OF NON-COMPLIANCE

[stamp:] SECRETARIAT
PUERTO RICO ENERGY
COMMISSION
APRIL 19 2 [illegible]

IN RE: SUNNOVA ENERGY
CORPORATION

TO THE HONORABLE ENERGY BUREAU:
Sunnova Energy Corporation (hereinafter “Sunnova” or the “Company”), by means of
the undersigned attorneys, APPEARS and very respectfully STATES, ASSERTS, AND
REQUESTS:
1.

On March 7 of 2019, Sunnova submitted to the Puerto Rico Energy Bureau (the
“Bureau”) a document entitled “Response from Sunnova Energy Corporation to the
Notice of Non-Compliance” (hereinafter, the “Response”). In this document, Sunnova
requested from the Honorable Bureau, among other things, a term of thirty (30) days
in order to submit additional statements and documents in support of its claims and
defense arguments, as required under the Regulations for Adjudicative Proceedings,
Notices of Breach, Review of Prices and Investigations, Regulation No. 8543 of
December 18 of 2014 (the “Regulation 8543”).1

1

According to Section 14.03 (A)(5) and (B) of Regulation 8543, any response to a Notice of NonCompliance should contain, among other things, “the name, surnames, physical address, postal address,
telephone and email address, if known, of any person who has any supporting information for the defense
arguments that, according to the response, support the notified party… [with] a summary of what each of
these persons would declare, should they be summoned to testify by [the Bureau],” as well as any document
that supports the position and defense arguments of the notified party.”
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2.

On March 21 of 2019, the Bureau issued a Resolution granting Sunnova the requested
time period, starting from the date of its notification.

3.

This being the case and within the term granted by the Bureau, Sunnova presents below
a list of persons who have supporting information for the arguments, defense arguments
and claims contained in the response related with the Sunnova contracts for the purchase
of energy or “Power Purchase Agreements (“PPA”), the services which are provided by
its local partners or “Channel Partners,” the information that is provided to customers
before and after the sales process, and the installation of the photovoltaic panel systems
(“Systems”):
a. MARC G. ROUMAIN PRIETO:
i. Physical Address:
1 Calle Poppy B-3
Parque Forestal
San Juan, PR 00926
ii. Postal Address:
PO Box 9672
San Juan, PR 00901
iii. Telephone:
787-349-9242
787-641-2331
iv. Electronic mail Address
marc@windmarenergy.com
v. Summary of the matters and information concerning the subject of the
testimony of this person should he be summoned by the Bureau as part of
this administrative proceeding:
See Exhibit 1.
b. JOSE ALICEA:
i. Physical Address:
Urb. Palacios de Rio I,
Tanama R-7,
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Toa Alta, PR 00953
ii. Postal Address:
Urb. Palacios de Rio I,
Tanama 414,
Toa Alta, PR 00953
iii. Telephone:
787-223-5181
iv. Electronic mail Address
jose.alicea@windmarenergy.com
v. Summary of the matters and information concerning the subject of the
testimony of this person should he be summoned by the Bureau as part of this
administrative proceeding:
See Exhibit 2.
4.

According to Section 14.04 of Regulation 8534, the Bureau should summon those
persons identified by the person who has been issued with a Notice of NonCompliance if the testimony of these persons “(i) appears to be necessary in order to
establish the truth of the claims made by the notified party; (ii) appears to be necessary
in order to demonstrate that the notified party has not incurred in the breach that it is
accused of, or in order to demonstrate the existence of a suitable and reasonable
justification to excuse the breach, and (iii) it does not repeat the documentary
evidence, identified and included as an Exhibit to the response.”

5.

As is described below, the declarations of Marc Roumain and Jose Alicea refute the
findings contained in the Final Report of the Bureau and which form the basis of the
Notice of Non-Compliance in relation to the contracting process for the customers of
Sunnova and the disclosures that take place during this process.2

2

On February 15 of 2019, the Puerto Rico Energy Bureau (the “Bureau”) issued a Final Report in relation to
the administrative investigation commended in 2016 concerning Sunnova, Case No. CEPR-IN-2016-001. On
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6.

The summaries of the declarations of Marc Roumain and Jose Alicea contradict the
findings in the final report in on the point that the customers of Sunnova did not
receive enough information in relation to the service to be provided, the terms of the
contract, or the functioning of the Systems. On the contrary, these declarations
demonstrate that the presentation made by the Sunnova Channel Partners is extensive
and detailed, requiring from 2 to 4 hours to be completed, and covering the aspects of
the functioning of the system and the terms of the contract, among other items. They
would also demonstrate that the Channel Partners would routinely analyze at least
thirteen (13) months of consumption of each customer; designing a system to satisfy
the needs of the customers based on their consumption patterns; explaining to the
customers the effect that the system would have on the billing that they would receive
from the Puerto Rico Energy Authority and that if their consumption increased, their
bill could also increase; and to prepare a proposal which included the equipment to be
installed and detailing the terms of the contract, which the customer evaluated before
signing the agreement. In addition, these declarations would demonstrate that the
customers received information about the systems to be installed in their homes, as
well as that the Channel Partners stayed in touch with the customers from the moment
the contract was signed until the installation and inspection phase.

7.

In addition, documentation existing in the file of the Bureau, and that was included with the
responses to the questionnaires submitted by the customers of Sunnova, and which is not
referred to at all in the final report refutes some of the findings contained in it. These being,
among others:

that same date, the Bureau also issued the Notice of Non-Compliance based on the findings and
conclusions of the agency contained in the final report, a copy of which was included as an Exhibit to
the notice.
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a. Pamphlets about the Sunnova contracts, the contracting and installation process and
the functioning of the System, among other matters related to the energy sales services
of Sunnova, which are provided before signing the PPA according to the documents
submitted by the OIPC (Oficina Independiente de Proteccion al Consumidor
[Independent Consumer Protection Office]) as part of the investigation.3
b. Pamphlets provided prior to the signing of the contract and in which it is indicated,
among other things, that: (1) the system only produces energy during the day; (2)
during the night, the customer will use energy from the PREPA (Autoridad de Energia
Electrica [Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority]) , (3) the batteries are optional and
are used to store energy and provide it when the system is not generating and when
there is no PREPA service, and (4) the system only covers the amount of energy for
which it was designed, and so if the customer increases energy use then the customer
would have to pay the PREPA for said excess.4
c. Proposals presented to the customers prior to signing a PPA.5
d. Orientation Certificates.6

3

See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-016, PREC Case SUN-016, PREC Case SUN-027, PREC Case SUN045, PREC Case SUN-056, PREC Case SUN-085, PREC Case SUN-102, PREC Case SUN-128, PREC Case
SUN-138, and PREC Case SUN-009.
4
See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-014, and PREC Case SUN-020.
5
See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-009, and PREC Case SUN-085 and PREC Case SUN-106.
6
See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-088.
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e. Specific plans, diagrams and details about the system to be installed on the
customer’s property and provided to the customer.7
f. Homeowners Guide sent by Sunnova to its customers and which describes the
components, the operation, and monitoring of the system, and the effect of the
energy generated by the system on the electricity bill of the customer, among
other things.8
g. Pamphlets and lists of “Frequently Asked Questions” sent by Sunnova to its
customers which explain, among other things, how the net metering and the
billing of the PREPA works; that they would receive two bills for the energy
services, one from the PREPA and another from Sunnova; what happens when
the system generates more energy than the customer consumes; and what
happens when it generates only part of the consumed energy.9
8.

Sunnova includes these documents as part of its response to the Notice of NonCompliance, as well as each and every one of the pamphlets, proposals, diagrams of
the systems and similar documents provided to its customers and that are included in
the Bureau’s file in Case No. CEPR-IN-2016-0001.10

9.

Also included as Exhibit 3, a copy of a Certificate of Information11, a document used
by some of the Channel Partners and in which the customer certifies, among other

7

See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-016.
See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-008.
9
See, as an example, PREC Case SUN-020.
10
According to the Notice of Non-Compliance, this arises as a result of the determinations of the Bureau in
the final report in Case No. CEPR-IN-2016-0001.
11
This certificate in particular was signed by a Sunnova customer referred by the OIPC during the
investigation carried out by the Bureau in Case No. CEPR-IN-2016-0001. See reference to Case OIPC No.
2018-406.
8
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things, that the customer understands (1) how the Net Metering Program of the
PREPA works; (2) that in each billing cycle of the PREPA the production of the
system is a credit and the consumption is a debit in electricity, in such a way that if the
system produces more than that the customer consumes, the customer will receive a
credit in kWh in the next PREPA bill; (3) that if the customer consumes more
electricity that what is produced by the System, the customer will have to pay the
excess in kWh under the tariff of the PREPA; (4) that the consumption of a residential
customer is not constant; (5) that the production of the system varies depending on the
season and the climate; (6) that the customer can cancel the contract within a seven (7)
day period counted from the signing of the contract, without any cost whatsoever; and
(8) that the tariff set in the contract will slightly increase every year after the first year.
10.

Consequently, it is demonstrated that, except for the two exceptions identified in the
Response12, the customers of Sunnova received, in essence, the information that the
Bureau requires be disclosed in accordance with the Final Report and the Notice of
Non-Compliance.13 Again, Sunnova is willing to discuss any matter with the Bureau
that is related to the information that should be provided to customers before they sign
a PPA.

11.

An addition, as is indicated in the final report and in the responses of Sunnova to the
first request for information and documents submitted to this Honorable Bureau on
March 10th, over time changes have occurred to the composition of the group of

described in the “Motion regarding Additional Customers Referred to Sunnova Energy Corporation”
presented by Sunnova on October 25 of 2018.
12
See Paragraph No. 17 of the Response.
13
See Part IV(A)(3) of the Final report and Part II of the Notice of Non-Compliance.
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Channel Partners of Sunnova in Puerto Rico. According to the information provided in
the responses from Sunnova to the second request for information and documents
submitted on July 28 of 2017, Sunnova implemented an internal program of
supervision, audits and disciplinary matters under its in-house Compliance Counsel; it
modified its Code of Conduct for Channel Partners, and its marketing policies and
procedures, which have been offered to the Channel Partners in periodic meetings and
“webinars”.14 Nevertheless, it is necessary to point out that a statistical analysis of the
total number of claims by customers referred by the OIPC to the current date,
excluding duplicates and persons who cannot be confirmed to have been Sunnova
customers, shows that close to 75% of them arise from contracts from three (3)
Channel Partners who no longer have any commercial relationship with Sunnova. In
addition, less than 15% of the claims referred by the OIPC relate to Channel Partners
that currently work with Sunnova. A table that summarizes the pertinent statistics is
included as Exhibit 4.
12.

Exhibit 4 contains sensitive commercial information, which were it to be disclosed
would adversely affect the current and previous Channel Partners of Sunnova, and

14

See Section II, Paragraph No. 2 of the document entitled “Responses of Sunnova Energy Corporation to
the Second Request for Information from the Puerto Rico Energy Commission” and submitted by Sunnova
on July 28 of 2017, Case No. CEPR-IN-2016-0001. A copy of this document is included with this document
as a reference, as well as the document entitled “Responses of Sunnova Energy Corporation to Questions and
Requests for Information and Documents in Accordance with the Order Issued by the Puerto Rico Energy
Commission” submitted by Sunnova before the Bureau, on March 10 of 2017 in the same case. We bring to
the attention of this Honorable Bureau that Sunnova requires from all of its Channel Partners that they
comply with the Code of Conduct (included as Exhibit 2 to the responses of Sunnova to the second request
for information) which, among other things, requires that, in personal sales, the sales agent emphasizes to the
customer the key points of the contract; including the customer’s right to cancel; the meaning of the estimates
for production and guarantee; the benefits of the net metering; and that the customer will receive two (2)
bills; the alternatives in the case of moving, and the customer’s options at the end of the term of the contract.
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and therefore this would also occur to Sunnova. This information is of a confidential
nature and is not publicly available. Therefore, Sunnova respectfully requests that
Exhibit 4 be treated confidentially. As is known, Article 6.15 of 57-2014, 22 L.P.R.A.
§ 1054n, and Section 1.15 of Regulation 8543, state that this Honorable Bureau should
protect confidential information that is presented for its consideration. The referred to
Section 1.15 states that in this instance the petitioner will request “the protection of
said information, and will include in writing the supporting arguments in relation to its
opinion on the privileged nature of the information. The Bureau will assess the
petition, and should it consider that the information requires protection, will proceed
accordingly, with the provisions of Article 6.15 of Law 57-2014, as amended.”
13.

In addition, Sunnova submits, as Exhibit 5 and 6, respectively, templates of residential
contracts for the purchase of energy from the Solar Energy Industries Association
(“SEIA) of the United States, and from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(“NREL”).15

14.

The SEIA is a non-profit organization established in 1974 which represents practically
all of the industries and organizations of the United States that promote the
development of solar energy, including manufacturing, installers and operations of
photovoltaic panel systems.

15

See: https://www.sela.org/rearch-resources/model-leases-and-ppas and
https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/standard-contracts-downloads.html
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15.

In turn, the NREL is a national laboratory of the United States Department of Energy
dedicated to the research, development, commercialization and deployment of
renewable energy and energy efficiency technologies. Among the various functions of
the NREL are the promotion of the commercial development of renewable energy,
including the use of photovoltaic panels.

16.

The PPA’s of Sunnova are based on these standard contracts, used at a national level.
Both the SEIA’s model for the residential contract for the purchase of energy, as well
as that of the NREL, include, under paragraph 18 of both documents, an arbitration
clause that is practically identical to that which is used in the Sunnova energy service
contracts signed by Sunnova customers in Puerto Rico. Compare the Sunnova
arbitration clause transcribed by the Bureau in Section IV (B) of the Final Report
issued by said agency on February 15 of 2019 and on which it bases the Notice of
Non-Compliance with the referred to paragraphs in the standard contracts of the SEIA
and NREL.

17.

Therefore, Sunnova’s practice of including an arbitration clause in its PPAs is not an
attempt to evade the jurisdiction of this Honorable Bureau, as is concluded in the Final
Report. On the contrary, the use of an arbitration clause in contracts of this nature is
the recommended practice at a national level by bodies such as the NREL and the
SEIA.

18.

We would like to bring to the attention of this Honorable Bureau additional reasons by
which the procedure for the review of bills provided for by the Regulation on the
Procedure for the Review of Bills and Suspension of the Electrical Service Due to
Lack of Payment, Regulation No. 8863, adopted in accordance
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with Art. 6.27 of Law 57.2014, is not applicable to entities such as Sunnova.
According to what was set out in the “Objections and Comments of Sunnova Energy
Corporation to the Final report,” the Electrical Service Companies that are required to
establish a procedure for the review of bills are (a) PREPA; (b) those that provide a
distribution service or supply retail electrical energy; and (c) those that are dedicated
to the invoicing of distribution service or supply of retail electrical energy. Regulation
No. 8863 1.08(A)(7). There we explain that this requirement does not apply to
Sunnova since it refers to entities that offer their services through the distribution
service of the electrical grid – those that are called traditional “utilities” – and not the
entities that use said grid, since the energy source is installed in the property of the
customer.
19.

In addition, the concept of retail energy supply is defined in our legislation and, once
again, it has nothing to do with companies such as Sunnova. In relation to this aspect,
Law 82-2010, as amended, known as the “Public Policy for Energy Diversification by
Means of Sustainable Renewable and Alternative Energy in Puerto Rico Act” defines
the “retail energy provider” as the PREPA and any retail energy supplier who sold
more than 50,000 megawatt hours of electrical energy during the previous calendar
year, and expressly excludes a producer of distributed renewable energy. 12. L.P.R.A.
8121(29). In other words, Sunnova is expressly excluded from said definition.

20.

The truth is that although Law 57-2014 is a progressive law in Puerto Rican
legislation, it does not cover all of the business modalities for energy that have arisen
over the years. Other jurisdictions have legislated in order to
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establish specific requirements that apply to these. For example, the “California Public
Utilities Act” contains various chapters that apply to different types of businesses, for
example private energy producers16, energy storage systems17, solar energy systems18,
and independent producers of solar energy19, among others. Sunnova is included in the
latter category20 in California, which is expressly regulated in said law. It is not
reasonable, however, to attempt to apply to Sunnova regulations such as Art. 6.27 and
Regulation 8863 which were clearly established for, and that because of their terms
apply to, traditional utilities.

BECAUSE OF ALL OF ALL OF THE ABOVE, it is very respectfully requested that
this Honorable Bureau take note of all of the information set out here, and after the requisite
procedures, dismiss the Notice of Non-Compliance.

16

CA PUB UTIL §§ 2802 et seq,
CA PUB UTIL §§ 2835 et seq,
18
CA PUB UTIL §§ 2851 et seq,
19
CA PUB UTIL §§ 2868 et seq,
17
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Respectfully submitted,
In San Juan, Puerto Rico, on April 22 of 2019
McCONNELL VALDES LLC
P.O. BOX 346225
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00936-4225
Avenida Muñoz Rivera, No. 270
San Juan, Puerto Rico 00918
Tels: (787) 250-5669/5663
By: [signature]
Carlos J. Fernandez Lugo
RUA No. 11033
cfl@mcypr.com
By: [signature]
German Novoa Rodriguez
RUA No. 14603
gnr@mcypr.com

Exhibit 1.
Confidential

Exhibit 2.
Confidential

EXHIBIT 3
[logo:] Windmar Home
Certificate of Information and Commitment
Windmar Home, though its energy consultant, has provided me with all of the necessary information in order
to assess an Energy Sales Agreement with Sunnova. I understand that the installation of the photovoltaic system and
the applications to the relevant government authorities is free of cost should the process be completed. In exchange,
I commit to comply with the terms of payment of the aforementioned agreement and to the signing of the Metering
Agreement. Note. As customer I can enjoy these benefits, provided that I comply with the following requirements
and agreements:
ü Provide a recent copy of an PREPA bill, driver’s license and deeds to the property. The property will not be
burdened, it will only be confirmed that the person(s) who sign(s) the agreement own the property.
ü The roof of the property should be in a good condition. Should the roof require sealing, you will do this prior to
the date of the installation. Should the relocation of any equipment (A/C, Water Tank, Solar Panels) located on
the roof be necessary, it will be my responsibility to do so prior to the installation.
ü Once the Sunnova Agreement is signed, you will have a seven (7) day period to cancel this agreement. After the
seven (7) days, you will incur a PENALTY for the expenses incurred by Windmar Home.
[redacted] Initials
1. Before the initial visit: up to a maximum of $50 per kW (system capacity) sold.
2. During or after the visit: up to a maximum of $150 per kW sold.
3. Once your case has been sent to the PREPA: up to a maximum of $250 per kW sold.
4. Once the installation is coordinated: up to a maximum of $500 per kW sold.
5. After installation: Cancellation is NOT possible.
ü Sunnova will debit from me by ACH on the 17th day of every month the production of the system to the
established account.
ü I understand how the metering program of the PREPA works. Simply put, in each billing cycle of the PREPA
the production of the solar system is a credit and the consumption is a debit in electricity.
Ø If I produce more than I consume I have a credit in kWh’s for the next cycle.
Ø If I consume more than I produce have to pay the excess in kWh’s at the tariff of the PREPA.
ü I understand that the production of solar system varies on the basis of the season and the climate.
ü I understand that the consumption of a residential customer is not constant. On the same bill provided by the
energy consultant I was able to see that my average daily consumptions varies from month to month.
ü I understand that the tariff has a scaling factor that slightly increases the tariff every year after the first year. For
example, if my rate is to pay $100/month the first year, I will pay $102.00 the second year.
ü I authorize Windmar Home to make all of the pertinent applications in order to obtain the permits for the solar
system with the PREPA including registering me in the Electronic Submission Portal and covering the
respective costs of the submission.
I, [redacted], have read the terms set out above and by signing this document accept them.
[redacted]

[redacted]
Date

Customer of the PREPA (PREPA Bill)
1. Marital Status [redacted]
2. Social Security: [redacted]
3. Occupation: [redacted]

Exhibit 4.
Confidential

Exhibit 5
ANEJO 5
SAPC Residential Power Purchase Agreement (Disaggregated Version) [[PROVIDER'S LOGO HERE]]
Here are the key terms of your [[Agreement Provider Name]] Power
Purchase Agreement
System installation cost

[$0]

[[Prepayment (if any)]]

[$0]

[[Initial]] Electricity rate
per kWh

[[Other Optional Monthly
Bill Information]]

Date:

----

[xx.xx¢]
[[Initial term cost, fixed payment
per month, rate escalation, other]]

[[Production info]]

[[Optional production info or See
Amendment Form]]

Agreement term

[2oyears]

[[Insert Agreement PROVIDER Name]] Promises to You
• We insure the System (including the inverter) and arrange for its repair and maintenance at no additional cost to you, as specified in
the agreement.
• We provide 24/7 [[ web accessible]] monitoring at no additional cost to you, as specified in the agreement.

• We warrant your roof against leaks and restore your roof at the end of the agreement, as specified in the agreement.
• [['The rate you pay us for electricity, exclusive of truces, will never increase by more than X.X 96 per year]].

Homeowner's Name

Address

& Service

[[Exactly as it appears on the utility biUU
Homeowner Name, Address, Email, Phone

Co-Owner Nnmc (If Any) Email, Phone

lnstallalion Location

1 Photovoltaic Way
Sunnytown, STATE ZIP

John Smith

1 Photovoltaic Way
Sunnytown, STATE ZIP

Options for System purchase and transfer:
• If you move, you may transfer this agreement to the
purchaser of your Home, as specified in the agreement.

• At certain ti mes, as specified in the agreement, you may
purchase the System.
• These options apply during the term of our agreement.

Options at the end of the 20 year term:
• [PROVIDER] will have the System removed at no cost to
you.

• [[You can upgrade to a new System with the latest solar
technology under a new contract]].
•You may purchase the System from [PROVIDER] for its
fair market value as specified in the agreement.
• [[You may renew this agreement for up to ten (10) years
in two (2) five (5) year increments]].

[[PROVIDER CONTACT INFORMATION HERE]]
[[Document Generated on [DATE]J]

SEIA?.!.�

INSTALLATION AGREEMENT

TI1is INSTALLATION AGREEMENT is entered into by and between --,------("you," "your" or "Owner") and
_______ ("Installer") as of _____ (the "Installation Agreement"). All terms set forth in this
Installation Agreement shall have the meanings provided in the Power Purchase Agreement by and between Owner
and ____ ("[Provider]") dated as of ______ [and bearing serial number ____, (the" PPA"),

1.

INSTALLATION

You and Installer acknowledge and agree that the System to be installed on your Property will be designed, procured,
constructed, installed, tested and interconnected by Installer (the "Installation").

2.

YOUR OBLIGATIONS

You agree to:
(i) grant Installer and its contractors and agents reasonable access to your Property and cooperate with Installer
for the purpose of the Installation, including installing, using and maintaining electric Jines, inverters and
meters necessary to interconnect the System to your electric system.
(ii) cooperate with Installer and assist in obtaining any pennits needed, including any documentation related to net
metering.
(iii) obtain any consent of a third party required for the Installation, such as a home owner's association. Installer
will provide reasonable assistance lo assist you in obtaining any required third party consent.
(iv) allow Installer to connect the System to your local electric utility grid and provide all necessary authorizations
for such interconnection.

3.

INSTALLER'S OBLIGATIONS

a. Installation, Insurance and Liability,
Installer agrees to:
(i) schedule the Installation of the System at a mutually convenient date and time.
(ii) construct the System according to written plans you review.
(iii) notify you if the System design has to be materialiy changed so that you can review any such changes;
(iv) give you reasonable notice when Installer or its contractors need to access the System and/or your Property.
(v) keep your Property reasonably free from waste materials or rubbish caused by Installer or its contractors'
activities during the Installation process
(vi) remove all of Installer's or its contractor's tools, construction/installation equipment, machinery, waste
materials and rubbish from and around your Property prior to utility approval of the System.
(vii) guarantee that any roof penetrations made for the System shall be completely weather-tight for the period of
[five (5) years].
(viii) return your Property to a condition similar to its original condition at the completion of Installation, excluding
normal wear and tear (subject to Excluded Services performed pursuant to Section 5 below).

(ix) carry adequate commercial general liability, commercial automobile liability, workers' compensation and any
other insurance required by applicable laws and regulations. You may request from Installer evidence of a
contractor's insurance coverage.

(x) be solely responsible for damage caused to your Property, property of third parties, or bodily injury arising from
the Installation caused by Installer or its agents.
b.
Conditions to Installation. Installer's obligation to install the System is conditioned on the completion of
a thorough physical inspection of your Property and other due diligence to confirm the suitability of your Property for
the construction, installation and operation of the System.

4.

[PROVIDER]

Solar Energy Finance Association's Residential Power Purchase Agreement
{Disaggregated) - 20

SE IA
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Exhibit 6
ANEJO 6
SAPC Residential Power Purchase Agreement (Disaggregated Version) [[PROVIDER'S LOGO HERE]]
Here are the key terms of your [[Agreement Provider Name]] Power
Purchase Agreement

Date: ___

System installation cost

[$0]

[[Prepayment (if any)]]

[$0]

[[Initial]] Electricity rate
per kWh

[xx.xx¢]

[[Other Optional Monthly
Bill Information]]

[[Initial term cost, fixed payment
per month, rate escalation, other]]

[[Production info]]

�[Optional production info or See
Amendment Form]]

Agreement term

[2oyears]

[[Insert Agreement PROVIDER Name]] Promises to You
• We insure the System (including the inverter) and arrange for its repair and maintenance at no additional cost to you, as specified in
the agreement
• We provide 24/7 [[ web accessible]] monitoring at no additional rost to you, as specified in the agreement.

• We warrant your roof against leaks and restore your roof at the end of the agreement, as specified in the agreement

• [[The rate you pay us for electricity, exclusive of truces, will never increase by more than X.X 96 per year]].

Homeowner's Name & Service
Address

[[Exactly 11s it uppcars on the utility bill]]
Homeowner Name, Address, Email, Phone

Co•Owner Name (If Any) Email, Phone

Installation Location

1 Photovoltaic Way
Sunnytown, STATE ZIP

John Smith
1 Photovoltaic Way
Sunnytown, STATE ZIP

Options for System purchase and transfer:
• If you move, you may transfer this agreement to the
purchaser of your Home, as specified in the agreement.

• At certain times, as specified in the agreement, you may
purchase the System.
• These options apply during the term of our agreement.

Options at the end of the 20 year term:
• [PROVIDER] will have the System removed at no c ost to
you.
• [[You can upgrade to a new System with the latest solar
technology under a new contract]].
• You may purchase the System from [PROVIDER] for its
fair market value as specified in the agreement.

• [[You may renew this agreement for up to ten (10) years
in two (2) five (5) year increments]].

[[PROVIDER CONTACT INFORMATION HERE]]
[[Document Generated on [DATE]]]

